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do can conduce to their comfort and happiness and pride
and well-doing—except the winning of the Davis Cup—I
can be trusted to do that thing. And if, anywhere, any plot
should be agate for their undoing, I can be trusted to do
all that I can to denounce and hinder it ... except always
again in the aforesaid matter of the Davis Cup, the winning
of which is essential to the comfort, happiness, pride, and
well-doing of the country of my birth. The United States
having such a lot of other largests in the world, can well
afford to do without it.
I do not say that my loyalty to the Kingdom of Provence is
smaller . . . and., indeed, I have just as much loyalty to
the south coasts of the country of iny birth, and then to the
Mediterranean coasts by Diana Marina, where Columbus
walked westwards, and to those of Spain, Monaco, and
Jaffa. . . . Which is as much as to say that I consider all
the territories of the Great Route to be one Republic or
Empire or Soviet or Civilization.
Still, one owes, as a proper man, a little touch of special
loyalty to the tracts of land which one most inhabits, those
being in my case the Eastern States from New York down-
wards . . . and Provence; so that I seldom know exactly
where I am at any given moment unless I up and think
about it. I detest, that is to say, to hear any one agglomera-
tion on the rim of that great oval collectively miscall any
other agglomeration. . . . And on that day in Flernington
I felt real physical pain, going from my heart across my
chest, at the thought that that atrocious performance going
on beneath my eyes should cause miscredit to attach to that
place and its wide surroundings.
Fortunately that performance came late in the pro-
ceedings ; the rest of the oval route had supped more than
full enough of horrors. The foreign reporters were sending
very little over that wire; the prosecuting attorney got
almost no space and very little more harm was done.
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I will recapitulate and dot the "i"s of what I have said of
criminal jurisprudence and  go  one step  further  in  my

